
ALL BUY-INS WILL RECEIVE 1 FREE ADDITIONAL REGULAR SESSION COSMIC PACK

$15 COSMIC  PAPER PACK 
(All games included)
(3 cards per game) 

$2 COSMIC BALL

$50 BIG DADDY BUY-IN
($100 savings) 

Includes:
10 Regular Session Packs 

(30 cards per game)

$40 LUCINDA’S PACKAGE 
($25 savings) 

Includes:
5 Regular Session Packs  

(15 cards per game)

$30 PLAYER’S PACK
($15 savings) 

Includes:
3 Regular Session Packs  

(9 cards per game)

3 SPECIALS $1 EACH  
FOR 3 CARDS

Odd/Even Coverall  

G-Ball Progressive  
2 part game

Top/Bottom Triangle



DIAGONAL & HARDWAY
ORANGE PAPER

PAYS $200

Game SIX

GIANT X
PINK STRIPE PAPER

PAYS $200

Game SEVEN

LARGE DIAMOND
YELLOW STRIPE

PAYS $200

Game NINE

DOUBLE HARDWAY
PINK PAPER

PAYS $200

Game ONE

ANY TWO  
CORNER STAMPS
YELLOW PAPER

PAYS $200

Game TWO

BLOCK OF SIX
GREEN PAPER

PAYS $200

Game FOUR

TRIPLE BINGO (no 4 corners) 

Game FIVE Game FIVE B

BLUE PAPER
G-BALL TRIPLE BINGO G-BALL COVERALL

Bingo on the g- ball and win the 
posted progressive. Jackpot 

starts at $500 and grows $50 per 
day. Bingo before the g- ball $400. 

Bingo after the g- ball $200.

PAYS $200

ODD EVEN  
COVERALL SPECIAL 
RED TINT PAPER

48#’s or less pays $1,199
49#’s pays $1,000 • 50#’s pays $500

51#’s or more pays $200

Game THREE

TOP OR BOTTOM  
TRIANGLE

ORANGE TRIANGLE  
SHADED PATTERN

PAYS: TOP - $1,000 • BOTTOM - $200

Game EIGHT

COSMIC BINGO HOUSE RULES:
1. No one under the age of 21 is permitted in the bingo hall
2. It is the player’s SOLE responsibility to gain the caller’s attention for 

he or she to stop the game prior to the letter of the next ball being 
called. Get your friends or table to join in, waving your arms in the 
air; jump up and down like you won bingo!! If the winning player did 
not claim bingo it is invalid.

3. The one exception to rule #2 is if a bingo attendant is tending to a 
player’s cards for a period of no longer than 1 game. In the event, an 
attendant claims bingo in the guest’s absence a separate attendant 
must verify the winning card.  

4. Once the caller starts to call the letter of the next number, no 
previous bingos will be honored and the game will continue.

5. A bingo is only considered valid on the last number called; the ball 
on the monitor is not valid until called.

6. Once the caller has officially closed the game no more bingos will 
be honored.

7. Electronic devices, Flashboards, and TV monitors are for the guest’s 
convenience only and any malfunctions voids pays and plays.

8. A dauber must be used to mark paper bingo cards. Only a dauber or 
highlighter may be used to outline patterns. Pens may not be used 
to mark any cards.

9. There are no cash refunds; in the event of a session cancelation, 
guest’s admission receipt is redeemable within two (2) week.

10. Guest not playing bingo may be requested to give up their chair if 
we are limited on seating.

11. Casino Del Sol Resort is not responsible for any lost or stolen items.
12. No splitting or sharing of packs is permitted
13. In the event there are multiple winners in a game, the published 

payout will be divided accordingly amongst the winners.
14. Players must present a signed or player’s card coded admission 

receipt when requested by bingo team members. If a player is 
unable to sign, then someone must sign on behave of the guest. 

15. All paper must be purchased from the cashiers and used the day of 
purchase. No paper may be used or reused once the game has been 
officially closed. 

16. Winnings of $1,200 or more are subject to IRS regulations. Guests 
must provide two (2) forms of legal identification when claiming a 
payout; Non-U.S. Citizens are also subject to U.S. Tax Regulations.

17. Management reserves the right to refuse service to any person; to 
change modify or cancel any promotions, rules and/or games at any 
time with prior notification to the Tribal Gaming Office.

18. In the event a dispute is not covered by these rules, management 
will make all final decisions.

WE WILL HAVE A 
10 MINUTE 

INTERMISSION 
BETWEEN GAMES 
SIX AND SEVEN.


